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Customers living in the middle west will 

please place their orders with — 

Cc. J. HERVEY & COMPANY 

1128 North Leminwah St. 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

who are our representatives in that territory. 

Our 1948 Seed List will be ready about 

NOVEMBER FIRST 

GULDEMOND’S 

Everything connected with Horticulture 

NEWPORT, R. I. 



Gishlmnaid yen Sborticahiteds ts 

P repared Weacin ths 

Topsize, 18 - 19 cms., per 100 ....$45.00 
First size, 17 - 18 cms., per 100 .... 40.00 
Second size, 16 - 17 cms, per 100 35.00 

Bismarck, porcelain blue, old popular variety. 

Jan Bos, a fine deep red hyacinth, splendid for 
forcing. 

Lady Derby, light rose, large spikes. 

L’Innocence, the well-known Christmas forcer. 

Pink Pearl, a beautiful pink flower. 

OH, en ths 

Per 100 
EXHIBITION SIZE, 19-22 centi- 

metres. Extra selected, very large 
EU CRE Rie gh UC Hay Ot 36.00 

TOPSIZE, 18—19 centimetres. Fine 
ROSCA OUORY Bol BaI, eee Pt he ine 32.00 

FIRST SIZE, 17—18 centimetres. 
PILOT LOMCIN GE ep lcs. Seco cecieac i... 28.00 

SECOND SIZE, 16—17 centimetres. 
COO eT GamUUIDRN kisi) 24.00 

EXTRA BEDDING SIZE, 15—16 cen- 
timetres. The best size for outdoor 
elk val oa ST EG S60 er I Be 20.00 

WHITE 

L’Innocence, the most popular of all, 
easy forcer, pure white. 



Guldemond 4 Horticulturists 

Hyacinths 

(CONTINUED) 

Queen of the Whites, a perfect late 

forcer, pure white 

RED and ROSE 

Garibaldi, brilliant red, one of the earliest. 

Gertrude, rosy pink, large compact truss. 

Jan Bos, the finest deep red hyacinth, and 

an excellent forcing-variety too. 

Lady Derby, light rose, good forcer. 

La Victoire, beautiful cherry-red, a late forcer. 

Queen of the Pinks, bright cerise pink, com- 

pact truss, late forcer. 

LIGHT and DARK BLUE 

Bismarck, porcelain blue, broad large truss, 

popular forcing variety. 

Dr. Lieber, distinct bright blue, long compact 

truss, good forcer. 

Duchess of Westminster, dark velvet purplish- 

blue, with a white centre, very striking. 

Grand Maitre, deep porcelain blue, extra large. 

King of the Blues, rich indigo-blue, late forcer. 

Myosotis, light blue, very large flowers. 

Perle Brillante, fine lavender blue, dense spike, 

good form. 



Hewport, R, hale Dh ad 

WH ccinths 
(CONTINUED) 

Queen of the Blues, light blue, large compact 
truss, late forcer. 

YELLOW 

City of Haarlem, deepest of the yellows, dense 
spike, good form. 

Prince Henry, pale primrose yellow, fine dense 
spike. 

VIOLET and PURPLE 
Lord Balfour, light purple, tinted lavender- 

pink, very early. 

Sir William Mansfield, purplish violet. 

CLOSED FOR BUSINESS 

ON SUNDAYS 



Gullemand 5s Worttcultarist 

Cottage Tulips 

(MAY-FLOWERING or SINGLE LATE TULIPS) 

These excellent garden tulips are noted for 

their elegant shapes and rich outstanding 

. coloring dominating in yellow and orange 

shades. Highly recommended for making 

fine and elegant groups and unrivalled for 

cutflowers. 

Extra Topsize Bulbs, 100 — $12.00 

Advance, the most beautiful, the most out- 

standing and imposing of all late tulips: In- 

deed, this tulip is of extra size and beauty 

of a fiery salmon-red with bluish reflection, 

carried on a strong and long stem, higher 

than any other tulip. 

Albino, very fine pure white variety, strong 

and showy flower. Can be forced from Jan- 

vary 15th. 

Argo, unique color, golden yellow, with red and 

orange spots, very nice and striking. 

Belle Jaune, a wonderful fine shaped garden 

tulip of a dark yellow color. 

Carrara, very large, egg-shaped pure white flo- 

wers on strong stems. Can be forced after 

January 10th. 

Dido, cherry-red, edged salmony orange. One 

of the finest tulips in existence. 



Tlewport, Rhod: Siband 

Cottage oo) ips 

(CONTINUED) 

G. W. Leak, an attractive new tulip of a deep 
geranium-red color. Nicely shaped pointed 
Petals. A real Beauty! 

Golden Harvest, one of the best tulips for gar- 
den and forcing. Can be forced from Jan- 
uary 10th. 

Marshal Haig, a very fine brilliant scarlet tulip 
of high merits. 

Mongolia, this gigantic Cottage tulip has egg- 
Shaped flowers of a soft yellow color. As far 
as we know. together with the famous Mrs. 
John Scheepers, the largest tulip in existence. 

Mothersday, very fine sulphur yellow flowers. 

Mrs. John Scheepers, elegantly formed long- 
shaped Cottage tulips of exceptional size in a 
deep golden yellow color. One of the most 
valuable novelties of the last few: years. 

Mrs. Moon, deep yellow. 

Perseus, a fine well-shaped tulip of a distinct 
orange-red color. 

White Duchess, a remarkable elegantly shaped 
lily-flowering tulip with large pure white 
Strongly reflexing petals with a margin of 
green on the outside. 

Yellow Marvel, a large canary-yellow lily-flo- 
wering variety, a beauty for the garden. 



Guldemond 4— “Ws ntrewliiriats 

| SD hen Tulips 

(THE GREAT FAVORITES) 

These are the most beloved and most pop- 

ular tulips, both for garden and for forc- 

ing. Hereunder we offer a fine assortment 

among which are several new varieties, 

which can now be sold at reasonable 

prices. | 

Topsize, $11.00 per 100 

First size, $9.00 per 100 

Afterglow, salmon-orange, one of the finest 

tulips. 

Allard Pierson, very fine dark red variety, one 

of the earliest forcers. Can be forced from 

December 15th. 

Bartigon, dazzling crimson-scarlet, the most 

popular Darwin tulip. Can be forced from 

January 15th. 

Bleu Aimable, heliotrope-lilac, inside violet, 

only for bedding 

City of Haarlem, rich glowing deep scarlet. 

One of the finest tulips in existence. 

Clara Butt, apple-blossom pink, an old favorite 



Tlewport, Rohe S band 

SD. ;,, Tulips 
(CONTINUED) 

Demeter, one of the largest Darwins ever 
seen, reaching a height of at least 30 in. 
and carrying an enormous violet flower. 
Very easy forcer. Can be forced from Dec- 
ember 10th. Per hundred... $15.00 

Farncombe Sanders, large tulip of a fine scar- 
let color. 

Giant, large violet-purple flower, one of the 
largest tulips. 

Golden Age, deep buttercup-yellow, flushed 
salmon-orange. A very fine and _ distinct 
tulip. Can be forced from January 20th. 

Inglescombe Yellow, the well-known yellow 
darwin. , 

King George V, dazzling bright red, enormous 
large flower. 

King Harold, deep purple red, good bedding tu- 
lip. 

Lady Chamberlain, large tulip, light violet with 
silvery white edge. 

La Tulipe Noire (the black Tulip), deep black 
maroon color. 

Le Notre, beautiful bright rosy pink, can be 
forced from January 15th. 

Mad. Krelage, bright lavender-pink, margined 
pale silvery pink. 



Guldemond 4=— Worticuliirtee 

Dada Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

Ossi Oswalda, creamy white, flushed rose, very 

attractive 

Philip de Commines, deep velvety black. 

Philip Snowden, a light carmine rose sport 

of Bartigon. 

Pride of Haarlem, carmine-red, an enormous 

flower. Best bedder. 

Pride of Zwanenburg, a very fine tall growing 

Darwin tulip, soft rose with broad silvery 

edge, making a striking effect. 

Princess Elisabeth,’ soft deep rose, slightly 

edged. Can be forced from January 25th. 

Rose Copeland, a sport of the well-known Wil- 

liam Copeland. The earliest rose Darwin. 

Scarlet Leader, a very fine brilliant scarlet 

tulip, one of the best bedding tulips. 

Sunkist, a newer variety of a deep golden-yel- 

low color. 

The Bishop, dark violet-blue, very large and 

strong. 

Victorie d’Oliveira, glowing scarlet. Can be 

forced from January 10. 

William Copeland, lavender, the earliest of all 

Darwins. 



Tewport, Kode lord 

SW cn Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

William Pitt, brilliant dark Scarlet, can be 
forced from January 5th. 

Yellow Giant, dark golden yellow, slightly tip- 
ped brown. 

Zwanenburg, pure white Darwin on a long 
and strong stem. 

WaT ie akg A 
Flowering time about middle of April. 
They give wonderfully fine double flowers, 
resembling gigantic peonies. Fine for beds 
and groups. Most double tulips have also 
good forcing qualities. 

Topsize, per 100 $14.00; Best first size, $12.50 

Couronne d’Or, golden yellow with orange 
shades; beautiful, large, full double flowers. 
Can be forced from January 15th. 

Dante, a new double tulip of a blood-red col- 
or. Can be forced from January 10th. 
Attractive color, large double flower. 
“Murillo” sport. 

El Toreador, rich orange with clear yellow 
edge. In our opinion the finest double tulip 
both for forcing and bedding. Can be for- 
ced from December 15th. 

9 



Guldemond 4— Horkicultartits 

Dash E24 Fehe 
(CONTINUED) 

Marechal Niel, deep canary-yellow with orange 

shade. ‘‘Murillo” sport. 

Mr. v. d. Hoeff, a deep golden-yellow, “Mur- 

illo” sport. 

Murillo, rose-white, a standard variety. Can 

be forced from January 15th. 

Orange Nassau, beautiful orange-scarlet, a 

fine “Murillo” variety. 

Peach Blossom, deep rosy pink “Murillo” sport. 

An excellent tulip. 

Scarlet Cardinal, very large dazzling-scarlet 

full double flowers. Can be forced from Dec- 

ember 10th. A valuable Novelty. 

Schoonoord, pure white “Murillo” sport. 

Tearose, primrose-yellow ‘‘Murillo” sport. 

Titian, red with golden-yellow edge. Can be 

forced from January 10th. 

Tournesol, large double flower, red with broad 

yellow edge. Can be forced from December 

25th. 

Vuurbaak, large scarlet flower. Late forcing. 

1000 DOUBLE EARLY TULIPS 

second size, in ten different colors 

$80.00 

10 



Vewport, koh Si level 

Mendel Tulips 

A race of tulips produced by crossing 
Darwin tulips with the early Duc van 
Tholl varieties. The result has been a 
great number of very fine tulips, all with 
excellent forcing qualities. Indeed, these 
Mendel tulips can be forced just as well 
as Single early tulips, and they have the 
advantage of much taller stems, which 
make them more suitable for cutting. 

Extra Topsize, 100 ............ $11.00 

Early Queen, attractive satiny rose, can be 
forced from December 5th. 

Fridtjof Nansen, large scarlet flowers. Can be 
forced from December 25th. 

Her Grace, very large flower, white base with 
lilac rose edge, good forcer. Can be forced 

from January Ist. 

Imperator, cherry red, very early forcer, can 

be forced from December 5th. 

Krelage’s Triumph, crimson red, one of the 

most popular forcing tulips. Can be forced 

from December 15th. 

Rose Marie, ivory-white, edged pure pink. Ex- 

cellent forcing variety. Can be forced from 

December 15th. 

Scarlet Admiral, very fine scarlet tulip. Can 

be forced from January 20th. 

11 



Guldemond 4— ‘Lorkicultare 

Mendel Tully: 
(CONTINUED) 

Sonja, carmine rose, shaded orange, can be 

forced from January Ist. 

Van der Eerden, glowing carmine red. Perfect- 

ly shaped flowers. Can be forced from Jan- 

uary 10th. 

Weber, creamy white, with carmine rose ed- 

ges. Can be forced from January 10th. 

White Sail, creamy opening, passing into pure 

white. Especially good forcer. Strong flow- 

ers. Can be forced from December 25th. 

A tulip for the future. 

jk arvot Tulips 

(NEWER VARIETIES) 

The old Parrot tulips with their weak 

stems have completely been ousted by the 

newer varieties, which have strong and 

robust stems and which are showing flow- 

ers of great substance. 

BLUE PARROT, very large bluish-heliotrope 

flowers with fringed petals. A sport of the 

well-known Darwin Blue Aimable. Fine for 

bedding and for cutting. Height 24 inches. 

Topsize, per 100.......... $15.00 

12 



Newport, Rhode Island 

P arrot Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

DISCOVERY, sport of the well-known Darwin 
Princess Elisabeth, large flowers of a fine 
violet pink color with a Silvery white edge. 
A valuable new Parrot. Height 26 inches. 

Topsize, per 100...... $15.00 

Fantasy, this is the most popular and most 
beloved of all Parrots. A pretty salmon-pink 
color with green markings. Sport of the 
Darwin Clara Butt. Year after year there is 
a Shortage of this particular fine variety. 

Topsize, per 100 .......... $12.00 

Fringed Beauty (Double Parrot), a striking 
and attractive tulip coming from double 
early tulips “Titian”. The full double flow- 
ers have nicely fringed and crenulated pet- 
als. A wonderful and artistic novelty. 

Topsize, per 100.......... $15.00 

Gadelan, a sensational novelty, like an im- 
mense orchid in color and shape. The enor- 
mous flower has a blue and purple coloring 
with green markings. It is something so 
extremely strange and outstanding that we 
really have no words to give a more complete 
description. It is “wonderful”. 

Topsize, per 100......... $25.00 

Red Champion, a very fine scarlet Parrot, 
sport of the popular Bartigon and having 
all its fine qualities. A nice red flower with 
fringed and crenulated petals on a strong 
stem. Fine for bedding and also suitable for 

13 



Guldemond 5 Horticultarists 

P. arrot wh lips 

(CONTINUED) 

forcing from January 15th. 

Topsize, per 100.......... $17.50 

Sunshine, a large golden yellow parrot, a sport 

of the well-known cottage tulip “Bouton 

d’Or”. A valuable novelty! 

Topsize, per 100........ $30.00 

Therese, a2 new parrot coming from Darwin 

“Farncombe Sanders’. It has a strong and 

straight stem and gives remarkably large 

and wonderfully fringed red flowers with 

green markings. Topsize, per 100........ $15.00 

Violet Queen, another new Parrot of enor- 

mous size on a strong and robust stem, with 

wide open fringed and crenulated flowers 

and of a beautiful violet color. 

Topsize, per 100.......... $15.00 

beget Bi bid pe Tulips 

Enormously strong and robust tulips, flo- 

wering at the same time as Darwin tulips. 

They are still larger and stronger, some 

sorts reaching a height of about 35 ins. 

and more. 

14 



Tewport, Rhode Silrnd 

Kaba Psrcods we ips 
(CONTINUED) 

Quite a special class of tulips, chiefly in 
bronze, apricot, violet and Purple colors. 
Fine for planting in groups, where they 
will attract everybody’s notice on account 
of their vigorous growth and their out- 
Standing and unusual colors. During the 
war the cultures of this special class of 
Tulips have been greatly reduced, and 
many old favorites cannot be supplied any 
longer. 

Extra Topsize, per 100 $12.00 

Alice Keith, beautiful orange with golden yel- 
low edge. 

Bacchus, large peculiar shaped dark violet- 
blue flower, just like an immense blue plum. 

Brigadier, very attractive and striking tulip, 
orange, slightly flushed carmine. Quite out- 
standing! 

Bronze Delight, very large light bronze. 

Cherbourg, golden yellow with purple brown 
shades. A fine new tulip of perfect form and 
enormous strength. 

Dillenburg, a beautiful tulip of a glorious sal- 
mon-orange color, slightly shaded lilac. 
Very tall and strong. 

Garibaldi, long pointed flower of straw-yel- 
low with lilac-bronze. A unique tulip which 

15 



Guldemond 4— Worticalficth 

Kobust Uspsedir Tulips 
(CONTINUED) 

can be distinguished out of a thousand other 

varieties. 

Georges Grappe, enormous large tulip of a 

delicate lavender-mauve color. 

Indian Chief, coppery red-brown, a gigantic 

flower of a most artistic shape. A quite out- 

standing variety. 

Jessy, giant breeder, the large flowers have a 

dull violet-bronze color, edged yellow. 

Lakme, blood red. 

Louis XIV, large purple flower, edged golden 

bronze, one of the most popular breeders. 

Orange Delight, light orange. 

President Hoover, one of the finest dark orange 

Breeders, a perfectly shaped flower on a 

strong stem. 

Prince of Orange, a lovely dark orange color, 

overlaid with golden bronze. A popular var- 

iety. 

Tantalus, yellow, lavender reflex. 

Thomas Stephenson, a giant breeder of very 

strong growth. The huge flowers have a 

steel-blue color. 

William the Silent, enormous large dark pur- 

ple flower. Very tall stem and of great sub- 

stance. 

16 



Newport, Riek Nibeid 

SI Eaudp Tals 
The early Tulips flower from about the 
tenth of April, and they keep flowering 
for over three weeks, bringing much joy 
and happiness into our gardens in early 
spring. Fine for bedding purposes. Most 
early tulips are excellent for early forc- 
ing. 

Brilliant Star, dazzling vermilion scarlet, the 
earliest and easiest forcing tulip. Can be 
forced from December 1st, and is an excel- 
lent tulip for Christmas. 

Couleur Cardinal, brilliant dark red variety, 
slow forcer, can be forced from 25th Janu- 
ary, exceptionally suitable for bedding, on 
account of its very strong stem and the 
long lasting flowering period. 

Cullinan, white, passing into soft pink, can 
be forced from January 1st. 

Diana, pure white, large and strong flower. 
Can be forced from January Ist. 

Flamingo, splendid rose, can be forced from 
January Ist. 

Fred. Moore, orange, shaded terra-cotta, good 
forcer. Can be forced from December 25th. 

General de Wet, one of the most attractive 
early tulips, both for forcing and for bed- 
ding. The lovely warm orange color is very 
striking. Can be forced from January 5th. 

17 
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Sait, Exel Full 
(CONTINUED) 

Keizerskroon, the greatest favorite of all early 

tulips; large and strong flowers of a fine 

scarlet color with a broad golden yellow 

edge. 

King of the Yellows, pure deep yellow, early 

forcer, can be forced from December 10th. 

La Reine Maxima, white flushed pink. Can 

be forced from January 1st. 

Mad. Gevers, large globular flower, sulphur 

yellow. Can be forced from January Ist. 

Mon Tresor, a fine golden yellow forcing tu- 

lip. Can be forced from December Ist. 

Pelican, large pure white flower. Can be forced 

from January Ist. 

Pink Beauty, an outstanding bedding variety 

with very large and artistically shaped flow- 

ers, half pink, half white. Strong and long 

lasting flower. 

Prince Carnaval, very striking and attractive 

tulip, scarlet red with yellow stripes and 

flames. 

Prince of Austria, one of the best early tulips. 

both for bedding and for forcing. Well- 

shaped and strong flower of a fine deep 
orange-red color. Can be forced from Jan- 

uary 5th. 

Princess Juliana, very large flower, white, 

flushed pink. Can be forced from January 1. 

18 



Newport, Rhode wabihel 

SEs, Tite, 
(CONTINUED) 

Rising Sun, large clear yellow flower. Very 
late forcer. Extra for bedding purposes. 

Sunburst, yellow with red. A very striking and 
attractive variety. Can be forced from Jan- 
uary 28th. Very strong and long lasting. 

Van der Neer, a very good bedding tulip of 
perfect flowering habits. Large deep violet 
flower on a short stem. 

Vermillion Brilliant, a beautiful vermillion-red 
tulip. Can be forced from January Ist. 

White Hawk, large globular pure white flower. 
Can be forced from January first. 

1000 SINGLE EARLY TULIPS 
Second size in Ten Different Colors 

$70.00 

Thiumph Tulips 

Crossings between Single early and Dar- 
win Tulips. Flowering-time just between 
these two classes, about the 25th of April. 
Enormous flowers on stems of about 22 
inches. 

In our opinion Triumph Tulips are abso- 
lutely the best garden tulips. They have 
splendid large flowers on strong and 
straight stems and they flower longer 
than any other race of tulips. Most of 

19 
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Shiumph Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

them have excellent forcing qualities too. 

Extra Top size, 100............ $11.00 

Alberio, cerise-red with a narrow golden edge. 

Can be forced from January 10th. 

Aviateur, brilliant carmine, white feathered 

edge, very striking. Can be forced from Jan- 

uary 20th. 

Bright Beauty, very large dark orange tulip 

of fine shape. Recommended for bedding. 

Crater, glowing scarlet, one of the best new 

tulips, strong and robust flowering and es- 

pecially suitable for forcing. Can be forced 

from January 15th. 

Denbola, violet-red with creamy white edge. 

Exceptionally strong and long lasting flow- 

ers. Can be forced from January 10th. 

EDITH EDDY, carmine red with sharp white 

edge, a very fine and striking tulip. Can be 

forced from January 10th. 

Elisabeth Evers, fuchsia-rose, white base. 

Enormous large flower. Can be forced from 

January 20th. 

Elmus, carmine-red, edged white, can be for- 

ced from January 15th. 

Flora, a light orange fading into apricot, inside 

copper colored. Very tall and striking. Only 

for outdoor culture. 



Newport, Rhode Island 

Thiumyph Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

Glory of Noordwijk, deep lilac-rose with white 

base. can be forced from January 20th. 

Hesperos, reddish violet, giving gigantic flow- 

ers on tall stems. Only for outdoor-culture. 

Kansas, the best snow-white Triumph tulip, 

very strong and substantial flowers. Can 

be forced from January 15th. 

Korneforus, a valuable new tulip of a fine 

dark scarlet color. Can be forced from Jan- 

uary 15th. 

Mr. Kerbert, an enormous large tulip in a dis- 

tinct pink color. Not a forcer. 

Nova, an outstanding variety, beautiful sal- 

mon color with silvery rose shade. Very 

large and strong. Only for bedding. 

Pluvia d’Oro (Golden Rain), round shaped 

golden yellow Triumph tulip. Can be forced 

from January 15th. 

President Von Hindenburg, purplish red with 

a broad creamy yellow edge. Very showy. 

Can be forced from January 15th. 

Pride of Berlin, long shaped orange-red flow- 

ers with a yellow edge. Can be forced from 

January 15th. 

Rijniand, very fine double colored tulip, half 

orange, half yellow, a fine bedding variety. 

21 
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Triumph Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

Telescopium, an elegantly shaped tulip of 

large size. Outside reddish violet, inside deep 

violet. Can be forced from February Ist. 

Ursa Minor, large deep golden-yellow tulip. 

Can be forced from January 15th. 

Add 20% to the 100 rate if 25 bulbs are 

wanted — over 25 bulbs of one variety are 

sold at the 100 rate. 

Doubts Shriumph uleps 

(THE GIANT-FLOWERING PEONY TULIPS 

Only for outdoor culture. 

These new Double Triumph Tulips have 

extremely large, full double flowers, on 

strong and straight stems of about 20 

inches high. 

Small groups of these exceptionally large 

double tulips will make a nice display in 

every garden, attracting everybody’s no- 

tice. 

Extra Topsize Bulbs, 100 - $12.00 

Alegro, red with white edge. 

Cherry Blossom, cherry-red with broad creamy 

white edge. Very attractive. Enormous full 

double flowers! 

22 



Vewport, Rhode APT NI 

ble Shiumph Tulips 

(CONTINUED) 

Coxa, beautiful formed carmine flower, be- 

coming lighter towards the border and end- 

ing in a narrow yellow edge. 

Eros, magnificent full double rose tulip of 

enormous size. As far as we know the lar- 

gest of all tulips, even larger than fully 

grown peonies. 

Evening Sun, blood red orange reflex 

Livingstone, very fine and large full double 

tulip of a beautiful shining red color. 

Mount Tacoma, a beautiful variety giving 

large pure white flowers, marked greenish 

on the outer petals. Very strong. 

Orange Superba, a fine scarlet-orange full 

double tulip on a strong and stiff stem. 
Perfect bedder. 

Snowball, a pure white double variety, with 

enormous flowers. 

Uncle Tom, strong, full double dark brown 

flower, nearly black. A unique tulip of a 

strange and peculiar color. Fine for groups, 

contrasting with groups in lighter colors. 

Trial collection of 

250 DOUBLE TRIUMPH TULIPS 

in the 10 above-mentioned sorts, 25 bulbs 

of each variety, just to give you an idea 

of these beautiful tulips. 

$25.00 

23 
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Kabra USiravvres, ae 

Msblooms Tulips 

This group of striped and feathered Tulips is 

suitable for outdoor plantings only. They bloom 
at the same time as the Cottage Tulips. 

Topsize, per 100 $14.00 

American Flag - deep red with white stripes. 

Apollo - Rosy lilac, feathered white and red. 

Black Boy - brown and gold flamed on black 

background. 

Bohemienne - Yellow with violet flashes, 

Catafalque - Brown on yellow. 

Fancy - mahogany, feathered yellow, large. 

Red Prince - bright red with white stripes. 

Reine Natalie - pale yellow ground, carmine and 

scarlet flashed. 

Rose Transparante - rose red, flamed white. 

Thetis - cherry red on cream background. 

GULDEMOND’S SEEDS 

CARRY A 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

24 
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Rhipctsst 

(SHORT CUPS) 

Star Narcissi with white and yellow colored 

perianths and strikingly contrasting cups or 

crowns, varying from yellow to deep red. Very 

attractive flowers, fine for garden decoration 

and for cut flowers. 

Carlton, strong sulphur-yellow perianths and 

a large wide open clear yellow cup. Carlton 

is classified among the short cups, but is 

more looking like a trumpet. In any case, it 

is a valuable novelty, with vigorous growth 

and specially good forcing qualities. 'Topsize, 

per 100...14.00. Best first size, per 100....11.00 

Croesus, primrose perianths with large deep 

red crown. A charming and very striking 

flower. Topsize, per 100....13.00 Best first 

size, per 100....10.00. 

Helics, yellow perianths, long orange-yellow 

cup. A popular market variety, sure to give 

satisfaction everywhere. Topsize, per 100....15.00 

DIOS SEE Ee toot C2 Ra 2 gi 0 8 a ee 12.00 

John Evelyn, creamy perianths with large 

apricot-orange cup, which is beautifully 

fringed at the edges. ‘Topsize, per 100....14.00 

mesg mrae aise Der LOO ore. B.S 11.00 

Jupiter, large sulphur yellow perianths and a 

beautiful orange red cup. Attractive and 

striking variety. Topsize, per 100....14.00 Best 

DL iis calcccctacateteasessseohonnesconnntavenonadas ys 11.00 
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Visca 

(CONTINUED) 

Lady Moore, small growing narcissi with pure 

white perianths and a yellow and orange 

cup. Lovely variety and very rich-flower- 

ing too. Topsize, per 100...12.00 Best first 

Sige. ‘per: 100) eo le ela cele a 10.00 

Prince of Orange, white perianths with a 

large deep orange cup. A real beauty ! 

Topsize, per 100....15.00 Best first size...12.00 

Scarlet Elegance, one of the best novelties of 

the last few years with deep golden-yellow 

perianths and a deep orange-red cup. Ex- 

cellent forcing variety. Topsize, per 100....16.00 

Best. first size, per 100..25...0..,...0. nce 13.00 

Sir Watkin, deep sulphur perianths, golden 

yellow cup. Old favorite. Topsize, per 100....14.00 
Best First size, per 100....11.00 

Fine Mixture of 

SHORT CUPPED NARCISSI 

for the garden 

consisting of more than 20 fine and attrac- 

tive varieties, fine for planting in groups. 

Once planted they come back every spring 

Special offer, per 1000 $100.00 

GULDEMOND’S 

HAVE A LANDSCAPE SERVICE 
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Anas Vie cisse 

Golden Phoenix, lemon-yellow with darker - 

centre large full double flowers.Topsize, per 

100....17.00 Best first size, per 100 0.00000... 14.00 

Holland’s Glory, very fine sulphur-yellow flo- 

wers. The double Emperor. Very strong. 

Topsize, per 100...18.00 Best first size....15.00 

Insulinde, a particularly nice double Daffodil, 

white perianths with yellow and orange 

markings in the centre. Very striking. Fine 

for groups. Topsize, per 100....18.00 Best 

Pe OA AEE 9 1 ala 8) 0 a 15.00 

Sulphur Phoenix, silvery white, very fine full 

double flower. Topsize, per 100...17.00 Best 

MM Ae LIEN LU Ly, kcctekstesnebhads. acbacarvacnacbopeihifien de. 14.00 

Twink, white with orange centre. Elegantly 

shaped, half double flowers. Topsize, per 

100...18.00 Best first size, per 100 ............... 15.00 

Von Sion, golden yellow, the most popular 

full double yellow daffodil. Especially for 

culture in pots. Topsize, per 100....16.00 

Best first size, per 100....13.00 

P. octicus Tie 

Small white flowers with bright orange 

or scarlet eyes. Very free-flowering and 

also good for forcing. 

Actaea, broad pure white perianths, yellow 

cup with red edge. An attractive flower. | 

Topsize, per 100....11.00. Best first size........ 8.00 
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P. oeclicus Vhavdsdei 

(CONTINUED) 

Glory of Lisse, fleshy, pure white perianths, 

rich orange eye. Topsize, per 100....11.00 

Best first size, per 100... 8.00 

Horace, large, fleshy, pure white perianths, 

deep red eye. Topsize, per 100....12.00 

Best first size, per 100.... 8.00 

Ornatus maximum, white perianths, scarlet 

eye, the most popular forcing variety 

Topsize, per 100....12.00 

Best first size, per 100.... 8.00 

Pheasant’s Eye, only for outdoor. Pure white 

with deep orange-red eye. The last of all to 

flower. Topsize, per 100....11.00 

Best first size, per 100.... 8.00 

A Very Fine 

MIXTURE OF POETICUS VARIETIES 

Per 1000 $70.00 

P. oelaz 4 Spare 

Bunch-flowering Narcissi, giving masses 

of flowers. Each stem bearing from 4 to 6 

beautiful flowers, forming little bouquets 

in itself. 

Cheerfulness, remarkable poetaz variety with 

double flowers of a fine creamy-white color. 

Very rich-flowering and highly admired 

both for forcing and for the garden. 

Per 100; Topsize, 12.50; First size, 10.00 
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P. octaz Vlereeset 

(CONTINUED) 

Early Perfection, white perianths with yellow 
cups. Very early forcer. 

Per 100, Topsize, 12.50; First size, 10.00 

Glorious, very large pure white perianths with 
bright orange cups. Unusually large for 
Poetaz, Per 100, Topsize, 12.00; First size, 10.00 

La Fiancee, white perianths, light orange cups. 
Very abundant flowering, giving 7 and 8 
flowers on one stem. 

Per 100, Topsize, 12.00; First size, 10.00 

Laurens Koster, white petals sulphur-yellow 
eye, large clusters, fine forcer. Very popular. 

Per 100, Topsize, 12.00; First size, 10.00 

L’Innocence, white perianths, yellow cups. 
Best for forcing. Per 100, Topsize, 12.50 

First size, 10.00 

Orange Cup, perianths sulphur-yellow, orange 
cup, a very good forcer. 

Per 100, Topsize, 13.50; First size, 11.00 

Scarlet Gem, pure yellow perianths with a 
brilliant scarlet eye. A very attractive and 
quite outstanding variety. Fine for garden 
and for forcing. Topsize, 15.00; First size, 12.00 

MIXTURE OF POETAZ NARCISSI 

Consisting of more than 15 sorts, all 

mixed together. Per 1000, $80.00 
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Daffodil 
ah ong Trumpets 

Of all Narcissi, Daffodils are most popular, 

especially in America. We have large 

stocks of extra fine and sound bulbs, and 

we should be glad to receive your orders 

for them. 

Beersheba, the best white Daffodil that has 

been acquired up to now, the perianths as 

well as the large trumpets are of a splendid 

ivory-white color. A trumpet with a great 

future. Topsize, per 100........ 22.00 

Dawson City, trumpet and perianths golden 

yellow. Perfectly shaped flower on a strong 

and stout stem. Newer variety which has 

been highly awarded. Topsize, per 100........ 18.00 

Best first size, per 100....15.00 

Emperor, fair sized golden-yellow trumpet with 

primrose-yellow perianths. One of the older 

varieties which is still in demand. Best gar- 

den daffodil. 

Topsize, per 100........17.00. Best first size...13.00 

Golden Harvest, one of the very best trumpets, 

very large golden-yellow flower of a perfect 

form. Highly recommended. Topsize, per 

100....18.00 Best first size, per 100....14.00 

Golden Spur, golden yellow perianths and 

trumpet. Medium-sized flowers. Best for- 

cing variety. Topsize, per 100........ 16.00 

Best first size, per 100........ 12.00 
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Daffodil 
(CONTINUED) 

King Alfred, the most popular of all Daffodils, 

trumpet and perianths being rich golden 

- yellow. We have a fine stock of good and 

sound Alfreds. Jumbo bulbs, per 100...20.00 

Topsize, per 100...17.00. Best first size....13.00 

Magnificence, perianths and trumpet deep gol- 

den yellow. Medium sized flowers. Much 

in demand on account of its excellent for- 

‘cing qualities. 'Topsize, per 100....18.00 Best 

first size, per 100....14.00 

Mrs. E. H. Krelage, large snowwhite perianths 

and soft primrose trumpet. A nice flower 

of great substance. Jumbo bulbs, per 100....25.00 

Topsize, per 100..20.00. Best first size....14.00 

Mrs. R. O. Backhouse, an unusual and char- 

ming daffodil having ivory-white perianths 

and a long beautifully fringed slender trum- 

pet of a clear apricot color. Something 

quite outstanding and rare. Not particularly 

large but noted for the apricot coloured 

Beer LOsIe, PET LOO) cic eacccceccnteenes 65.00 

Queen of Bicolor, one of the best bi-colors, 

perianths pure white, trumpet canary- 

yellow. Best forcer. A novelty of great value 

Topsize, per 100........ 22.00 

Rembrandt, a new golden yellow Daffodil of 

enormous size, and perfect shape. ‘Topsize, 

per 100...18.00. Best first size, per 100....14.00 
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Daffodil 
(CONTINUED) 

Spring Glory, large bicolor-variety, golden- 

yellow trumpet and pure white perianth. 

Topsize, per 100....17.00. Best first size....13.00 

Treserve, bigger than the well-known Alfred 

and giving more flowers too. The color both 

of perianths and trumpet is a slightly lighter 

yellow. A perfect garden Daffodil, but not 

so good for forcing. Topsize, per 100....17.00 

Best first size, per 100................ 13.00 

FIRST SIZE 

Finest Mixture of 

LONG TRUMPET DAFFODILS 

for the garden, in more than 20 different 

sorts, all mixed together. Beautiful strong 

double nosed bulbs, sure to give two flo- 

wers each. Per 100....13.00 per 1000....120.00 

ESTATE LAWNSEED 

MIXTURE 

IS THE CLEANEST SEED AVAILABLE 

MAKES THE BEST LAWN 

— A Bent Mixture — 
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Cres 

The prettiest and most popular early 

Spring flower. Crocus can be planted in 

any place and they do not need any spec- 

ial care. Once planted they come back 

year after year with an increasing rich- 

ness of flowers. 

For indoor culture, we advise you to or- 

der the very largest ones, giving from 6 to 

10 flowers each. 

BLUE and PURPLE Topsize, 100, $5.00 

First Size, 100 $3.00 

Early Perfection, finest porcelain blue 

Enchantress, porcelain blue, very large 

King of the Blues, dark blue 

Nigger Boy, the darkest blue, almost black. 

Very large and strong. 

Purpurea grandiflora, purple, the largest in 

this color. 

Queen of the Blues, very fine light blue flowers. 

Remembrance, lavender blue, fine flowers. 

The Bishop, the darkest purple. Large flowers 

of perfect shape. 

WHITE 

King of the Whites, extra large white variety. 

Mont Blanc, pure white, tall, very fine. 

Snowstorm, a large pure white crocus. 

STRIPED and VARIEGATED 

King of the Striped, white with blue stripes. 

Mikado, a fine striped variety. 

Pallas, light violet, white striped. One of the 

best. 

Striped Beauty, blue, with white stripes. 

YELLOW 

Golden Yellow, the finest of all Crocus. 
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WWisialensou Wsulhs 

Per 100 

AMARYLLIS, large flowering hybrids 

3” and UDsaeee 100.00 

254-3 oe ee 75.00 

CALLA 

Calla Pentlandi, large yellow, black 

1S 9a: 5 RRR A TIF: aaNet each 4.00 

per 100 

“ Rehmanni Superba .............0.::: cece 60.00 

* Elliottiana 3-3 4h aca 65.00 

2 6 ee 45.00 

2-354" ee 25.00 

‘ Aethiopica L~2" iF 50.00 

14-1 KG 40.00 

CHIONODOXA (Glory of the Snow) 

Flowering in January—February. Quite 

hardy and splendid for naturalization. 

Per 100 

Alba, the pure white variety, very scarce. ... 14.00 

Giganthea, the giant-flowering variety, giving 

beautiful flowers of lavender-blue color ...... 3.00 

Luciliea, the most popular, sky-blue flow- 

ers with white,.center, A\)..0i.05..1.....)55eeee 2.00 

Rosea, very attractive with charming pale- 

TOSE TIOWOTS oi ess kstnakendenet ees sccies «se 5.00 

Sardensis, the deep blue variety ......0.0000000.. 2.00 

COLCHICUM, separate sorts  .....0.... 50.00 

ERANTHIS HYEMALIS (Winter Aconites) 

Earliest of all spring flowers, coming into 

bloom in January already with pretty gol- 

den-yellow flowers. Perfectly hardy. ............ 3.00 
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Per 100 

FREESIA 

Appleblossom, patent No. 486 2.0.00... 12.00 

ocd $7215 | gS Re Re ea 12.00 

Giant Cream, enormous cream yellow, dis- 

tinct orange-yellow throat, very tall, very 

Tg CGR Ae eM ge Ek oa ae Ree Ok hoe EO 12.00 

King of the Yellows, patent No. 488................ 12.00 

Maryon, Mauve, patent No. 32... 12.00 

Snowstorm, pure white patent, No. 4877 ............ 12.00 

FRITILLARIA MELEAGRIS 

Fine little flowers especially nice for 

rock gardens. 

Waites With + dark: .SPOUS: 260) vei Al. scdien. 5.00 

Brown with lighter spots. ...........4..0..5. 5.00 

FRITILLARIA IMPERIALIS 

(The Crown Imperial Lily) Stately garden 

plants, fine for groups. 

Orange-red ...per 10 $5.00; per 100 $40.00 

WEUOW occ... per 10 $12.00; per 100 $100.00 

GALANTHUS (Snowdrops) 

Single Snowdrops, Extra Topsize, enormous 

bulbs giving clumps of flowers ...............00.. 5.00 

Single Snowdrops, Best first size, the best for 

OOS TES 2 0 nt en 4.00 

Double Snowdrops, Extra Topsize ............5. 7.00 

Double Snowdrops, Best First Size 0.0.00... 5.00 

GLADIOLUS, Tristis Supreme ............000.8 12.00 
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Per 100 

HYACINTHUS MUSCARI (Grape Hyacinths) 

Popular and pretty little flowers which 

give satisfaction everywhere. Once plan- 

ted they come back every spring, making 

a nice effect. Flowering time April. 

Armeniacum, bright deep blue, larger than the 

well-known Heavenly Blue, and a good for- 

Ginis’) VATICEY © TOO... ici). choi: ca ene ee 3.00 

Azureum, sky-blue, the earliest of all, flower- 

Ayigy | Sry) FARIS IY. chico visa-) cancoesonnncsccieeean a 3.00 

Botryoides Album, the white muscari, fine for 

small gToOups  ........5kn de oie. eh ee 5.00 

Botryoides Coerulea, the dark blue Grape Hya- 

OADIGI 7 soo hiid as io iecsecendeunshiinscetelacedpss cul cg ee 3.00 

Heavenly Blue, the most popular of all, in a 

fine ‘light blue“color’ 720.22 eee 3.00 

Plumosum (Feather Hyacinth), strange flower 

having the shape of an ostrich feather. 

Fine for rockery and unexcelled for cutting. 

They are very long lasting and every one is 

fond of these remarkably violet blue flowers 5.00 

IRIS 

Engish. Iris, in. varieties: s.........iici.50.cnce 15.00 

David Haring, early white 6-7 CMa 9.00 

7-8 cmM............. 11.00 

Imperator, late blue 8-9 cise 10.00 

9-10 cm............. 12.00 

J. de Wit, early dark blue 6-7 CMs dae 5.50 

(-8; CP eh ae 7.00 

Wedgwood, early blue 9-10 cm............. 10.00 

10-11 Cm 12.00 

White Excelsior, early 6-7 ‘Cmte 9.00 

7-8 cm... 11.00 

Yellow Queen 6-7 "CMs 7.00 
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_ EXIAS (American Corn Lily) 

: i! 

Elegantly shaped little flowers, fine for 

garden decoration and giving wonderful 

cutflowers with long lasting qualities. Flo- 

wering time May. 

In a beautiful Mixture of all imaginable 

EOP NTE AER iy Seicles ota cd obese ach ovuch vdlebadadebess 6.00 

Collection of 1000 Ixias in 10 different 

sorts and colors, each sort separately pac- 

5 6 gpd ee lel thie A 75.00 

LILIUMS Per 100 

Lilium Candidum, extra large select. .............. 85.00 

¥ - slightly smaillevr............ 65.00 

Creole REO ATS al Banh CR WR, oko a ae i 87.50 

4 OH A tae aMbiy CIRC e a Ree A le wee 62.50 

Croft, the best Lily for forcing, even a small 

bulb will produce 5 flowers and more. 

Se ISIE GRE Bo sds suco desc oss 70.00 

Lae ad Le) 8 Po. 2 Rr aie 80.00 

Estate — a very fine Lily, which produces the 

largest quantity of flowers per spike of 

any variety known. It is excellent for 

late forcing. It takes about 150 days. 

8-072 PIHDS sah! 75.00 

O10" UIDs 3 either aars 100.00 

Floridii, RMD tek ret ack pat ecolasctestoke 80.00 

. 1 bane Nada pata to aie DD 65.00 

Re Sy CIT oc ieisesncesescecseapsnsesvsacesnesoceces 100.00 

SE ik ic RMN cada ale ili Sia ea a 75.00 

ooo ale le eR a ll Bh eae 60.00 

Orange Triumph — 22-24 cm... 150.00 

pea CPU Vices ene 125.00 

18-20 Cre Aer a, 100.00 

Regale X Creelman — 20-22 cm................... 125.00 

18-20 CMe ie 100.00 

bY. 
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per 100 

Regale Alba — 20-22 CM..........00..c eee 80.00 

18-20 CM)......0.....1... ee 60.00 

Regale’' — 10-11 ‘inchiis.2.....00.. eee 75.00 

9-10 Meh... 058k ae 55.00 

8 9° INCH. 35.00 

T=6 WACK yea ee 25.00 

Speciosum Album and Rubrum — 20-22 cm 100.00 

18-20 cm 175.00 

Tigrinum — 20-22 CMl..........i.085..5:0..Anee 60.00 

18-20 om onde 50.00 

Umbellatum, 20-22 cm (05.0... eee 60.00 

18-20 Crt) = sc le... saben Oe 50.00 

" Golden Fleece, blooming size 50.00 

. Vermillion Brilliant a 40.00 

x Feu Brilliant is “ 40.00 

x Refulgence =] “ 40.00 

* Incomparable ” “ —s- 40.00 

Willmotti — 16-18 cm. eee 75.00 

14-16) Ginn. .o aa, eee 60.00 

pes Sue ct «6 PC OMS EER AER gS 50.00 

LYCORIS, Aurea, Tall spike, golden-yellow 

flowers, large flowering bulbs... 100.00 

NERINES, Fothergilli Major, 3 bulbs to a 6” pot 

Pram bahay Se Pe Cay: adc Dee INE ee per pot 3.00 

ORNITHOGALUM, Arabicum, jumbo size ... 10.00 

SCILLA CAMPANULATA (Forest Hyacinths) 

Excellent for naturalizing and for 

planting under shrubs or in the rock gar- 

den. Flowering time May. 

White, Blue or Pink 4.00 

In beautiful. Mixture .0.5.0....00 eee 3.50 

SCILLA SIBIRICA 

Pretty little flowers, blooming early in 

spring and giving satisfaction everywhere; 
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sky-blue flowers. Fine for naturalization. 

Per 100 

a TPC SUNT RDN WO Ua a OAS te FON 6.00 

st ROTI SA PONDS CADE RS ee 4.00 

SCILLA SIBIRICA (Spring Beauty) 

A great improvement of Scilla Sibirica, 

giving flowers which are more than twice 

as large, in the same wonderful sky-blue 

color. Fine for the garden but also nice 

BERENS US sci chon icatcupiocelabetnnts 7.00 

TUBEROSES, Double the Pearl .........000000.... 20.00 

14 haa en Single Mexican ..........c. 12.00 

Pp olgrown Strawherry P (fiers 

EARLY BEARING SORTS 

Dorsett, large, heavy yielder. ........0..0.0.00.00. 10.00 

North Star, large bright red, firm ............... 10.00 

Premier, large quantity of good sized berries 

aC LCA EUS SR ROR ee aD ee 10.00 

MIDSEASON SORTS 

| Aberdeen, NeAVY CTOPPET .........ecccceseeeeeeeeees 10.00 

- Big Joe, easiest to grow, large .......c 10.00 

Brandewyne, very sweet, large, firm ................ 10.00 

Sratekil, SDish) Guality fruit... .....cccscecsesececeen. 10.00 

Fairfax, ripens even deep red ou... 10.00 

DUMPeAI OS CYIMSONM oi.i.) ie laeed 10.00 

LATE SORTS 

Gandy, very firm, best on heavy soil ............ 10.00 

Red Star, very late, better than Gandy ........ 10.00 

Starbright, a productive, firm sort. ................ 10.00 
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OUR GUARANTEE 

We guarantee our bulbs to be true to name 

and to be of highest quality. We will replace any 

bulb which proves to the contrary. 

TERMS OF SALE 

The prices in this list are quoted net and are 

subject to change without notice. They include 

all charges and are sold F. O. B. Newport, R. I. 

It is urged that orders be placed before Sep- 
tember First to enable our Holland supplier to 

ship orders at the earliest possible date. 

If, through circumstances beyond our control, 

the variety ordered is not available, we shall sub- 

stitute with the best variety possible, in like color 

and habit, unless definitely instructed not to do so. 

Less than 25 bulbs of one variety are sold for 

list price plus 20 percent. 

Twenty-five bulbs of one variety are sold at 

the 100 rate. 

Customers living in the middle west will 

please place their orders with — 

Cc. J. HERVEY & COMPANY 

1128 North Leminwah St. 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

who are our representatives in that territory. 

Our 1948 Seed List will be ready about 

' NOVEMBER FIRST 

GULDEMOND’S 

Everything connected with Horticulture 

NEWPORT, R. I. 
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